Numerical Simulation of Internal Loop Reactor for Heavy Oil Slurry Bed Hydroprocessing
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Abstract: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of internal loop reactor for heavy oil slurry bed hydroprocessing have been done in commercial code Fluent 6.3 using Euler two-phase flow model and standard k-ε turbulence model. The effects of the physical properties on the flow field in the reactor are investigated. The results show that the gas density has little effect but the liquid viscosity has a significant effect on flow field and gas hold-up. An analysis of the effect of reactor structures and scale-up on the flow field and gas hold-up are also provided, and optimal structure is obtained through simulations. The conclusions obtained in this paper have great significance for the slurry bed hydrocracking process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well accepted that the crude oils available to refineries are becoming heavier. Meanwhile, the demand for high quality products such as gasoline and middle distillates is increasing. The trend towards heavy feedstock and urgent demand for high quality products as well as tightening fuel regulations are presenting new challenges for refineries [1-4]. The hydroprocessing of heavy oil is one of the main processes for converting a heavy carbonaceous feedstock to lower-boiling products. Various heavy oil hydroprocessing processes are now commercially employed using fixed bed, moving bed, ebullated bed and slurry bed [5, 6]. Among them, the slurry bed process shows its special superiority in treating heavy oil containing large amount of metals, carbon residue and asphaltene. This process as a heavy oil processing technology has several advantages such as a more simple process flow scheme, flexible operation and process reliability, high space velocity and conversion rates, no bed plugging problems and a wider adaptability to different sources of raw materials [1, 7, 8].

The internal loop reactor has been successfully used in slurry bed hydroprocessing, it possesses good mixing, mass and heat transfer characteristics. The reactor consists of two interconnected main parts, the riser and the downcomer. Gas is injected into the riser and the resulting difference between average densities in the riser and in the downcomer provides a driving force for liquid circulation [9].

Owing to the high investment and limitation of experimental methods, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are relatively easy to use and robust. The field of applications ranges from simple two-dimensional isothermal flows to complex three-dimensional unsteady flows with combustion. This technique, relying on less expensive but increasingly powerful computers, has been widely used in flow dynamic investigations and reactor design and scale-up in the recent decade. And it is becoming more and more popular with high reliability, especially for reactors operating under high pressure and high temperature. CFD simulation is based on the local solution of the mass and momentum balance equations [10-14]. Then the information on complete flow field inside domain of interest will be obtained [15-17], etc.

In this paper, the CFD simulations of internal loop reactor for heavy oil slurry bed hydroprocessing were done in commercial code Fluent 6.3 using Euler two-phase flow model and standard k-ε turbulence model [18-20]. The internal flow field and gas hold-up were simulated with different gas and oil properties and bubble diameters in various structures of draft tube and reactor, then optimal structure was obtained. It is expected the present work will be a valuable reference for the design and scale-up of loop reactor used in slurry bed hydrocracking process.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1. Continuity Equation

The continuity equation is described as following:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\alpha_p \rho_p) + \text{div}(\alpha_p \rho_p \mathbf{u}_p) = m_{pq}$$

(1)

where $\alpha_p, \rho_p, \mathbf{u}_p$ are gas hold-up, density and velocity in each phase, respectively; $m_{pq}$ represents the mass transfer from phase $p$ to phase $q$, kg/m$^2$·s, which is 0 in this study.

2.2. Momentum Transfer Equation

The momentum transfer equation is described as following:
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\alpha \rho u) + \text{div}(\alpha \rho u u) = -\alpha \left( \text{grad} p + \rho g + \rho F \right) \]
\[ + \text{div} \tau + K \rho (u_p - u_q) + m \rho u_p \] (2)

where \( p \) is the pressure, Pa; \( \tau \) is the stress-strain tensor; \( F \) is body force; \( K \) is momentum transfer coefficient for drag force.

2.3. Turbulence Equations

The standard \( k-\varepsilon \) model was used to model turbulence. This model belongs to a group of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation models. The turbulent kinetic energy \( k \) and turbulent dissipation rate \( \varepsilon \) are obtained by solving their transport equations:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho k) + \text{div}(\rho u k) = \text{div} \left( \frac{\mu}{\sigma_k} \right) \text{grad} k - \rho \varepsilon + \mu P_k \] (3)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho \varepsilon) + \text{div}(\rho u \varepsilon) = \text{div} \left( \frac{\mu}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \text{grad} \varepsilon - \rho C_\varepsilon \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} + \mu C_i \frac{\varepsilon}{k} P_i \] (4)

where \( \mu \) is the turbulence viscosity, which requires a closure equation. The closure is:

\[ \mu_t = \rho C_\mu \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon} \] (5)

the turbulent model constants are:

\[ C_\mu = 0.09 ; \ \sigma_k = 1.0 ; \ \sigma_\varepsilon = 1.3 ; \ C_i = 1.44 ; \ C_2 = 1.92. \]

3. MODEL VALIDATION

The verifications and validations of the reliability of CFD models in simulation of loop reactor are very important. In order to compare our simulations quantitatively with both available experimental and simulated data, we have chosen to base our investigations on published works of Tsinghua University [9]. Euler two-phase flow model and standard \( k-\varepsilon \) turbulence model were selected to carry out the CFD simulations. The airlift dimensions in simulations are the same with Tsinghua University experimental devices. Experimental verification includes the comparison of the liquid circulation velocity and gas hold-up.

The liquid circulation velocity and gas hold-up in the flow field are compared with experimental data at different superficial gas velocity. The riser and downcomer liquid circulation velocities are compared in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2), respectively. Figs. (3-5) show the comparison of gas hold-up at three different locations in the reactor. From the comparison, we find the change trend of simulation results is in line with that of experimental data, however, minor differences have also been displayed between them. Three possible reasons listed below may cause the errors. (1) The distributor of the reactor in the experiment is simplified to a sintered plate. (2) The wall of reactor and tube are regarded as smooth surface. (3) The experimental data may have minor errors.

According to the comparison and published literatures, Euler two-phase flow model and standard \( k-\varepsilon \) turbulence model are still adopted to predict the internal flow field and gas hold-up distribution in the loop reactor, ignoring the minor errors.

4. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MODEL

The reactor model was established according to the parameters presented in Table 1. And in order to accelerate the calculation in the computer, the two-dimensional loop reactor model with hybrid grid was recommended, as shown in Fig. (6).

The boundary and operating conditions in the simulation are set referring to the 50 kt/a heavy oil slurry bed hydrocracking process, in which the liquid feed is 9.5 t/h, the volume ratio of hydrogen to oil is 800 [4-6], the high temperature and pressure are 420 °C and 10 MPa, respectively.
Fig. (3). Gas hold-up with gas velocity at certain height of cross-section (h=0.8m).

Fig. (4). Gas hold-up with gas velocity at certain height of cross-section (h=1.4m).

Fig. (5). Gas hold-up with gas velocity at certain height of cross-section (h=2.7m).

Fig. (6). Size and grid of internal airlift loop reactor model.

Table 1. Parameters of the reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height of reactor</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of reactor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of draft tube</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of draft tube</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Physical Properties and Bubble Size

5.1.1. Influence of Gas Density

In this case, simulations are carried out for different densities of hydrogen at 0.05231, 0.5231, 1.5231, 2.5231 kg/m³, besides, the liquid density is 736.9154 kg/m³ and viscosity is 0.001 Pa·s. Liquid velocity and gas hold-up at certain height of cross-section (h=4500 mm) can be observed in Figs. (7, 8), respectively.

Fig. (7). Gas hold-up under different gas density at certain height of cross-section (h=4500 mm).
As is shown in the figures, liquid circulation velocity and gas hold-up are almost equal under different gas density. So we come to the conclusion that gas density have little effect on flow field and gas hold-up.

5.1.2. Influence of Liquid Viscosity

The flow field and gas hold-up in the loop reactor are investigated under the conditions of liquid viscosities 0.0087, 0.00187, 0.00287, 0.00387 kg/m·s.

As can be seen from Fig. (9), maximum liquid velocity can be obtained when liquid viscosity is 0.00087 kg/m·s, and liquid velocity decreases with the increasing of viscosity. As is shown in Fig. (10), maximum gas hold-up appears when liquid viscosity is 0.00387 kg/m·s, and liquid velocity increases as the viscosity becomes larger.

5.1.3. Influence of Bubble Size

The liquid velocity and gas hold-up under different bubble size 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm are compared.

The liquid velocity of different bubble size at certain height (h=4500 mm) is shown in Fig. (11), from which the minimum circulation velocity is found when bubble size is 1 mm. The gas hold-up of different bubble size at 4500 mm cross-section is shown in Fig. (12), we notice that gas hold-up is maximum when bubble size is 1 mm. Therefore it is quite clear that flow resistance increases with the increasing of gas hold-up in annular space.
5.2. Influence of Different Structure

5.2.1. Different Stage

The function of the draft tube is to form a well-organized flow field in the reactor. By comparison of the different draft tube with different stage which is designed by Tsinghua University [9], it is found that the structure of the draft tube has a big effect on the flow field. The structure and dimension of the draft tubes are presented in Fig. (13).

Simulation results for the liquid velocities are presented in Fig. (14). The maximum liquid velocity is discovered around the third stage in the three-stage draft tube, while the minimum value appears around the first stage draft tube. And the flow field for the first stage and second stage draft tube is similar. Fig. (15) shows the difference of liquid velocity between the first stage and the second stage in the two-stage draft tube.

5.2.2. Different Height of the Draft Tube

Apparently, with higher height of draft tube, the filled height of the liquid will also increase, and the residence time is longer. The liquid velocity for different height of draft tube 5, 5.96, and 6.6 m are depicted in Fig. (16). The results show little difference of liquid velocity except in the center of the reactor. Obviously, the height of 5.96 m is improper for its minimum velocity in the center. The velocities under height of 5 m and 6.6 m are nearly equal to each other. So the equipment cost should be considered to determine the appropriate height of draft tube. The tube of height 6.6 m must be more expensive than that of 5 m. Thus the height of 5 m is optimal among the three studied heights.

5.2.3. Different Diameter of the Draft Tube

Fig. (17) shows liquid velocity under different diameter of draft tube 0.98, 1.12, 1.2 m. A comparatively uniform flow field can be obtained from the draft tube with the diameter 0.98 m and 1.12 m, the latter get a greater loading quantity, so draft tube with a diameter 1.12 m is recommended.

5.2.4. Different Bottom Structure of Reactor

Two elements should be taken into consideration when we design the bottom structure of reactor, one is to make
sure that there are no dead zones at the bottom of the reactor, the other is that the structure should be conducive to the discharge of hard coke. The flow field of different reactor bottom structure (a: oval, b: taper, c: roundness) are presented in Fig. (18). By comparison of the flow field, we notice that the dead zones are inevitable in all the reactors with different structure, but the taper one is more conductive to the discharge of the hard coke for its advantage of certain inclination and large space.

The height of the distributor is decreased to 300 mm below the draft tube so that the dead zones are significantly reduced, which is presented in Fig. (18d). The reason is that lower position of the distributor can reduce the flow resistance.

5.3. Influence of Other Factors

5.3.1. Different Filled Height of Liquid

Liquid circulation velocities for different liquid height under different superficial gas velocity are shown in Fig. (19). As the filled height of liquid increases, the liquid circulation velocity will rise, and the gas hold-up at the bottom will increase accordingly.

5.3.2. Scale-up of the Reactor

Liquid velocity and gas hold-up in the reactor of different size can be obtained from simulations. The diameter of reactor in the simulation is magnified by a factor of three, four and five. The relevant size is also magnified accordingly. The scaled-up reactor dimensions are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. (20) shows the liquid circulation velocity under different diameter, we notice that there are some irregular flow region at radial position 0.35-0.56 m. This is due to the unreasonable structure of the draft tube and the distribution of the gas distributor. And the irregularity becomes greater as the diameter increases. To prevent this from happening, the smaller diameter of draft tube and optimal position of the gas distributor are both needed.

As is shown in Fig. (20), liquid circulation velocity in downcomer hardly changes after the scale-up of the reactor. However, the unreasonable temperature distribution along the reactor appears because the height of the draft tube correspondingly increases.

The gas hold-up versus radial position in different reactors is shown in Fig. (21). It is found that gas hold-up increases with increasing of the reactor diameter, however, when diameters scale up to five times or more, gas hold-up...
will decrease instead. The reason is that, when the diameter remain unchanged, annular space is too narrow for the entrance of the bubble, and the oversize diameter also weight against the gas hold-up, consequently, additional time is needed for bubble circulation from the middle to annular space. To minimize the loss of bubbles, the distributor which can produce smaller bubble diameter is recommended.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides an analysis of the effect of physical properties, reactor structures and the reactor scale-up on the flow field and gas hold-up. The optimal structure and the operation parameters can be obtained through simulation as well.

The results show that the gas density has little impact while the liquid viscosity has a significant effect on flow field and gas hold-up. The height of draft tube has little influence on the flow field, and height 5 m is considered to be optimal from the point of equipment cost. Appropriate diameter of tube in the studied reactor should be 1.12 m. The taper bottom is more conductive to the discharge of the hard coke. In view of the magnification of the reactor, the diameters of the draft tube and the choice of distributor are very important.

On the basis of the promising results obtained in this paper we conclude that CFD simulations can be a powerful design and scale-up tool. And it is recommended to consider the gas hold-up, liquid velocity and equipment cost together as a whole to decide the dimensions of the draft tube.

NOMENCLATURE

\begin{itemize}
  \item \( F \) = Body force (N/m³)
  \item \( g \) = Acceleration due to gravity (m/s²)
  \item \( k \) = Turbulent kinetic energy (m²/s²)
  \item \( K \) = Momentum transfer coefficient (kg/m³·s)
  \item \( m_{pq} \) = Mass transfer from phase \( p \) to \( q \) (kg/m³·s)
  \item \( p \) = Pressure shared by all phases (N/m²)
  \item \( P_k \) = The exact production term
  \item \( t \) = Time (s)
  \item \( u_q \) = Velocity of \( q \)-th phase (m/s)
\end{itemize}

Greek Letters

\begin{itemize}
  \item \( \alpha_q \) = Volume fraction of phase \( q \) (-)
  \item \( \rho_q \) = Density of phase \( q \) (kg/m³)
  \item \( \varepsilon \) = Turbulence dissipation rate (-)
  \item \( \mu \) = Dynamic viscosity (Pa·s)
  \item \( \bar{\tau} \) = Stress-strain tensor (N/m²)
\end{itemize}

Subscripts

\begin{itemize}
  \item \( p, q \) = Phase number
  \item \( t \) = Turbulent
\end{itemize}

Table 2. Scale-up parameters of the reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height of Reactor/m</th>
<th>Diameter of Reactor/m</th>
<th>Height of Draft Tube/m</th>
<th>Diameter of Draft/m</th>
<th>Diameter of the Draft Tube/ Diameter of the Reactor</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.0×2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>3.0×2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.2×2</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>2.4×2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.4×2</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>1.8×2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8×2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.6×2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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